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STRONG LENSING BY GALAXIES AND CLUSTERS

➤ Rethinking galaxies and galaxy clusters as strong lenses 

➤ Finding strong lenses 

➤ Applications: 

➤ the mass structure of galaxies and clusters 

➤ substructures 

➤ cosmography 

➤ cosmic telescopes

lens oriented source oriented 



GALAXIES AND CLUSTERS AS LENSES

➤ ellipsoidal/spheroidal shape 

➤ light follows Sersic profile with 
n=4 or larger 

➤ sustained by velocity dispersion 

➤ large range of masses: 107-1013M☉ 

➤ poor gas content 

➤ no or very limited star formation; 
old stellar populations 

➤ red colors 

➤ most frequent in dense 
environmentsESO 325-G004

Elliptical galaxies



GALAXIES AND CLUSTERS AS LENSES

➤ disk + bulge (+ bar) 

➤ light follows Sersic profile with 
n=4 or larger in bulges; n~1 in 
disks 

➤ disks sustained by rotation 

➤ large range of masses: 
109-1012M☉ 

➤ rich of gas and dust 

➤ active star formation in the disk 

➤ red bulges/ blue disks 

➤ most frequent in the fieldNGC 1300 / NGC 5457

spiral galaxies



GALAXIES AND CLUSTERS AS LENSES

➤ largest bound cosmic 
structures 

➤ tail of the mass function: 
1013-1015M☉ 

➤ 11-12% gas; ~1% stars 

➤ contain thousands of galaxies 

➤ red sequence of elliptical 
galaxies + blu cloud of spiral 
galaxies 

Abell   1689

galaxy clusters



SIZES OF THE EINSTEIN RADII

Galaxy cluster (1000 km/s)

Massive elliptical (300 km/s)

Dwarf satellite (10 km/s)

Stars



MULTIPLE COMPONENTS - MULTIPLE LENSING REGIMES

➤ macrolensing: the dark matter halo, 
galaxies 

➤ millilensing: substructures in galaxies 

➤ microlensing: stars in galaxies

Horseshoe lens

PG1115

SDP.81



LENSING OBSERVABLES

➤ multiple images [images with the same colors and the same 
spectra] 

➤ parity inversion in multiple images 

➤ image distortions 

➤ time delays



SERENDIPITOUS DISCOVERIES

Discovery of the first galaxy-QSO lens system (1979)



SERENDIPITOUS DISCOVERIES

Discovery of the first galaxy-QSO lens system (1979)

Young et al. (1980)

zl=0.39

Gorenstein et al. (1984)



SERENDIPITOUS DISCOVERIES






